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Abstract
Measurement plays a key role in network operation
and management. An important but unaddressed practical requirement in high speed networks is supporting
concurrent applications with diverse and potentially dynamic measurement objectives. We introduce *Flow, a
switch accelerated telemetry system for efficient, concurrent, and dynamic measurement. The design insight is to
carefully partition processing between switch ASICs and
application software. In *Flow, the switch ASIC implements a pipeline that exports telemetry data in a flexible format that allows applications to efficiently compute
many different statistics. Applications can operate concurrently and dynamically on identical streams without
impacting each other. We implement *Flow as a line rate
P4 program for a 3.2 Tb/s commodity switch and evaluate it with four example monitoring applications. The
applications can operate concurrently and dynamically,
while scaling to measure terabit rate traffic with a single
commodity server.

1

Introduction

Measurement plays a critical role in networking. Monitoring systems measure traffic for security [6, 35, 51, 36],
load balancing [1, 26] and traffic engineering [55, 23,
27]; while engineers measure traffic and data plane performance to diagnose problems [14, 59, 25, 58, 56] and
design new network architectures and systems [47, 5].
In high speed networks, which in 2018 have 100 Gb/s
links and multi-Tb/s switches, it is challenging to support
measurement without compromising on important practical requirements. Traditional switch hardware is inflexible and supports only coarse grained statistics [21, 45],
while servers are prohibitively expensive to scale [50].
Fortunately, advances in switch hardware are presenting new opportunities. As the chip space and power cost
of programmability drops [49, 7], switches are quickly
moving towards reconfigurable ASICs [42, 44] that are
capable of custom packet processing at high line rates.
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Recent telemetry systems [50, 40] have shown that these
programmable forwarding engines (PFEs) can implement custom streaming measurement queries for finegrained traffic and network performance statistics.
An open question, however, is whether telemetry systems can harness the flexibility and performance of PFEs
while also meeting requirements for practical deployment. Current PFE accelerated telemetry systems [50,
40] focus on efficiency, compiling queries to minimize
workload on servers in the telemetry infrastructure. Efficiency matters, but compiled queries do not address two
other practical requirements that are equally important:
concurrent measurement and dynamic queries.
First, support for concurrent measurement. In practice, there are likely to be multiple applications measuring the network concurrently, with queries for different
statistics. A practical telemetry system needs to multiplex the PFE across all the simultaneously active queries.
This is a challenge with compiled queries. Each query
requires different computation that, given the line-rate
processing model of a PFE [49], must map to dedicated
computational resources, which are limited in PFEs.
Equally important for practical deployment is support
for dynamic querying. As network conditions change,
applications and operators will introduce or modify
queries. A practical telemetry system needs to support
these dynamics at runtime without disrupting the network. This is challenging with compiled PFE queries
because recompiling and reloading the PFE is highly disruptive. Adding or removing a query pauses not only
measurement, but also forwarding for multiple seconds.
Introducing *Flow. We introduce *Flow, a practical
PFE accelerated telemetry system that is not only flexible
and efficient, but also supports concurrent measurement
and dynamic queries. Our core insight is that concurrency and disruption challenges are caused by compiling
too much of the measurement query to the PFE, and can
be resolved without significant impact to performance by
carefully lifting parts of it up to software.
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At a high level, a query can be decomposed into three
logical operations: a select operation that determines
which packet header and metadata features to capture;
a grouping operation that describes how to map packets to flows; and a aggregation function that defines how
to compute statistics over the streams of grouped packet
features. The primary benefit of using the PFE lies in
its capability to implement the select and grouping operations efficiently because it has direct access to packet
headers and low latency SRAM [40]. The challenge is
implementing aggregation functions in the PFE, which
are computationally complex and query dependent.
*Flow is based on the observation that for servers, the
situation is exactly reversed. A server cannot efficiently
access the headers of every packet in a network, and
high memory latency makes it expensive to group packets. However, once the packet features are extracted and
grouped, a server can perform coarser grained grouping
and mathematical computation very efficiently.
*Flow’s design, depicted in Figure 2, plays to the
strengths of both PFEs and servers. Instead of compiling entire queries to the PFE, *Flow places parts of the
select and grouping logic that are common to all queries
into a match+action pipeline in the PFE. The pipeline
operates at line rate and exports a stream of records that
software can compute a diverse range of custom streaming statistics from without needing to group per-packet
records. This design maintains the efficiency benefits of
using a PFE while eliminating the root causes of concurrency and disruption issues. Further, it increases flexibility by enabling more complex aggregation functions than
a PFE can support.
Grouped Packet Vectors. To lift the aggregation function off of the PFE, *Flow introduces a new record format for telemetry data. In *Flow, PFEs export a stream
of grouped packet vectors (GPVs) to software processors. A GPV contains a flow key, e.g., IP 5-tuple, and a
variable-length list of packet feature tuples, e.g., timestamps and sizes, from a sequence of packets in that flow.
Each application can efficiently measure different aggregate statistics from the packet feature tuples in the
same GPV stream. Applications can also dynamically
change measurement without impacting the network,
similar to what a stream of raw packet headers [25]
would allow, but without the cost of cloning each packet
to a server or grouping in software.
Dynamic in-PFE Cache. Switches generate GPVs at
line rate by compiling the *Flow cache to their PFEs,
alongside other forwarding logic. The cache is an append
only data structure that maps packets to GPVs and evicts
them to software as needed.
To utilize limited PFE memory, e.g., around 10MB as
efficiently as possible, we introduce a key-value cache
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that supports dynamic memory allocation and can be
implemented as a sequence of match+action tables for
PFEs. It builds on recent match+action implementations
of fixed width key-value caches [40, 29, 50] by introducing a line rate memory pool to support variable sized entries. Ultimately, dynamic memory allocation increases
the average number of packet feature tuples that accumulate in a GPV before it needs to be evicted, which lowers
the rate of processing that software must support.
Implementation and Evaluation. We implemented the
*Flow cache 1 for a 100BF-32X switch, a 3.2 Tb/s switch
with a Barefoot Tofino [42] PFE that is programmable
with P4 [8]. The cache is compiler-guaranteed to run
at line rate and uses a fixed amount of hardware resources regardless of the number or form of measurement queries.
To demonstrate the practicality of *Flow, we implemented three example monitoring applications that measure traffic in different ways: a host profiler that collects
packet level timing details; a traffic classifier that measures complex flow statistics; and a micro-burst attributer
that analyzes per-packet queue depths. Although these
applications measure different statistics, they all can operate concurrently on the same stream of GPVs and dynamically change measurements without disrupting the
network. Benchmarks show that the applications can
scale to process GPVs at rates corresponding to Terabitrate traffic while using under 10 cores.
To further demonstrate the practicality of *Flow, we
also introduce a simple adapter for executing Marple [40]
traffic queries on GPV streams. The adapter, built on top
of RaftLib [3], supports high level query primitives (map,
filter, groupby, and zip) designed for operator-driven
performance monitoring. Using *Flow along with the
adapter allows operators to run many different queries
concurrently, without having to compile them all to the
PFE or pause the network to change queries. Analysis shows that the *Flow PFE pipeline requires only as
many computational resources in the PFE as one compiled Marple query. Currently, the adapter scales to measure 15-50 Gb/s of traffic per core, bottlenecked only by
overheads in our proof-of-concept implementation.
Contributions. This paper has four main contributions.
First, the idea of using grouped packet vectors (GPVs)
to lift the aggregation functions of traffic queries out of
data plane hardware. Second, the design of a novel PFE
cache data structure with dynamic memory allocation for
efficient GPV generation. Third, the evaluation of a prototype of *Flow implemented on a readily available commodity P4 switch. Finally, four monitoring applications
that demonstrate the practicality of *Flow.
1 https://github.com/jsonch/starflow
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Table 1: Practical requirements for PFE supported network queries.

2

Background

In this section, we motivate the design goals of *Flow
and describe prior telemetry systems.

2.1

Design Goals

*Flow is designed to meet four design goals that are important for a practical PFE accelerated telemetry system.
Efficient. We focus on efficient usage of processing
servers in the telemetry and monitoring infrastructure of
a network. Efficiency is important because telemetry
and monitoring systems need to scale to high throughputs [50] and network coverage [32]. An inefficient
telemetry system deployed at scale can significantly increase the total cost of a network, in terms of dollars and
power consumption.
Flexible. A flexible telemetry system lets applications
define the aggregation functions that compute traffic and
data plane performance statistics. There are a wide range
of statistics that are useful in different scenario and for
different applications. Customizable aggregation functions allow a telemetry system to offer the broadest support.
Flexibility is also important for supporting future applications that may identify new useful metrics and systems that apply machine learning algorithms to analyze
the network in many dimensions [43].
Concurrent. Concurrency is the capability to support
many measurement queries at the same time. Concurrency is important because different applications require
different statistics and, in a real network, there are likely
to be many types of applications in use.
Consider a scenario where an operator is debugging
an incast [15] and a network-wide security system is auditing for compromised hosts [36]. These applications
would ideally run concurrently and need to measure different statistics. Debugging, for example, may benefit from measuring the number of simultaneously active
TCP flows in a switch queue over small epochs, while a
security application many require per-flow packet counters and timing statistics.
Dynamic. Support for dynamic queries is the capability to introduce or modify new queries at run time. It is
important for monitoring applications, which may need
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Figure 1: Network disruption from recompiling a PFE.
to adapt as network conditions change, or themselves
be launched at network run-time. Dynamic queries also
enable interactive measurement [40] that can help network operators diagnose performance issues, e.g., which
queue is dropping packets between these hosts?

2.2

Prior Telemetry Systems

Prior telemetry systems meet some, but not all, of the
above design goals, as summarized in Table 1.
NetFlow Hardware. Many switches integrate hardware to generate NetFlow records [18] that summarize
flows at the granularity of IP 5-tuple. NetFlow records
are compact because they contain fully- computed aggregate statistics. ASICs [60, 20] in the switch data path do
all the work of generating the records, so the overhead for
monitoring and measurement applications is low. NetFlow is also dynamic. The ASICs are not embedded into
the forwarding path, so a user can select different NetFlow features without pausing forwarding.
However, NetFlow sacrifices flexibility. Flow records
have a fixed granularity and users choose statistics from a
fixed list. Newer NetFlow ASICs [20] offer more statistics, but cannot support custom user-defined statistics or
different granularities.
Software Processing. A more flexible approach is mirroring packets, or packet headers, to commodity servers
that compute traffic statistics [19, 24, 22, 37]. Servers
can also support concurrent and dynamic telemetry, as
they are not in-line with data plane forwarding.
The drawback of software is efficiency. Two of
the largest overheads for measurement in software are
I/O [46], to get each packet or header to the measurement
process, and hash table operations, to group packets by
flow [50, 40, 33]. To demonstrate, we implemented a
simple C++ application that reads packets from a PCAP,
using lpcap, and computes the average packet length for
each TCP flow. The application spent an average of 1535
cycles per packet on hash operations alone, using the
relatively efficient C++ std::unordered map [4]. In another application, which computed average packet length
over pre-grouped vectors of packet lengths, the computation only took an average of 45 cycles per packet.
The benchmarks illustrate that mathematical opera-
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Figure 2: Overview of *Flow.
tions for computing aggregate statistics are not a significant bottleneck for measurement in software. Modern
CPUs with vector instructions can perform upwards of 1
trillion floating point operations per second [39].
PFE Compiled Queries. Programmable forwarding
engines (PFEs), the forwarding ASICs in next generation commodity switches [42, 13, 44, 41, 17, 53], are appealing for telemetry because they can perform stateful
line-rate computation on packets. Several recent systems
have shown that traffic measurement queries can compile
to PFE configurations [50, 40]. These systems allow applications (or users) to define custom statistics computation functions and export records that include the aggregate statistics. Compiled queries provide efficiency and
flexibility. However, they are not well suited for concurrent or dynamic measurement.
Concurrency is a challenge because of the processing
models and computational resources available in a PFE.
Each measurement query compiles to its own dedicated
computational and memory resources in the PFE, to run
in parallel at line rate. Computational resources are extremely limited, particularly those for stateful computation [49], making it challenging to fit more than a few
queries concurrently.
Dynamic queries are a challenge because PFEs programs are statically compiled into configurations for the
ALUs in the PFE. Adding a compiled query requires
reloading the entire PFE program, which pauses all forwarding for multiple seconds, as Figure 1 shows. While
it is possible to change forwarding rules at run-time to direct traffic through different pre-compiled functions, the
actual computation can only be changed at compile time.

PFE Accelerated Telemetry with *Flow

*Flow is a PFE accelerated telemetry system that supports efficient, flexible, concurrent, and dynamic network
measurement. It gains efficiency and flexibility by lever-
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Figure 3: Comparison of grouped packet vectors, flow
records, and packet records.
aging the PFE to select features from packet headers and
group them by flow. However, unlike prior systems,
*Flow lifts the complex and measurement-specific statistic computation, which are difficult to support in the PFE
without limiting concurrent and dynamic measurement,
up into software. Although part of the measurement is
now in software, the feature selection and grouping done
by the PFE reduces the I/O and hash table overheads significantly, allowing it to efficiently compute statistics and
scale to terabit rate traffic using a small number of cores.
In this section, we overview the architecture of *Flow,
depicted in Figure 2.
Grouped Packet Vectors. The key to decoupling feature selection and grouping from statistics computation
is the grouped packet vector (GPV), a flexible and efficient format for telemetry data streamed from switches.
A GPV stream is flexible because it contains per-packet
features. Each application can measure different statistics from the same GPV stream and dynamically change
measurement as needed, without impacting other applications or the PFE. GPVs are also efficient. Since the
packet features are already extracted from packets and
grouped, applications can compute statistics with minimal I/O or hash table overheads.
*Flow Telemetry Switches.
Switches with programmable forwarding engines [42, 49] (PFEs) compile
the *Flow cache to their PFEs to generates GPVs. The
cache is implemented as a sequence of match+action tables that applies to packets at line rate and in parallel
with other data plane logic. The tables extract features
tuples from packets; insert them into per-flow GPVs; and
stream the GPVs to monitoring servers, using multicast
if there are more than 1.
GPV Processing. A thin *Flow agent running on a
server receives GPVs from the switch and copies them
to per-application queues. Each application defines its
own statistics to compute over the packet tuples in GPVs
and can dynamically change them as needed. Since
the packet tuples are pre-grouped, the computation is
extremely efficient because the bottleneck of mapping
packets to flows is removed. Further, if fine granularity is needed, the applications can analyze the individual
packet feature themselves, e.g., to identify the root cause
of short lived congestion events, as Section 6.2 describes.
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5

Generating GPVs

The core of *Flow is a cache that maps packets to GPVs
and runs at line rate in a switch’s programmable forwarding engine (PFE). A GPV cache would be simple
to implement in software. However, the target platforms for *Flow are the hardware data planes of nextgeneration networks; PFE ASICs that process packets
at guaranteed line rates exceeding 1 billion packets per
second [49, 9, 16]. To meet chip space and timing
requirements, PFEs significantly restrict stateful operations, which makes it challenging to implement cache
eviction and dynamic memory allocation.
In this section, we describe the architecture and limitations of PFEs, cache eviction and memory allocation
policies that can be implemented in a PFE, and our P4
implementation of the *Flow cache for the Tofino.
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vector of feature tuples from sequential packets in the
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Similar to packet records, a stream of GPVs contains
features from each individual packet. Unlike packet
records, however, GPVs get the features to software in
a format that is well suited for efficient statistics computation. An application can compute aggregate statistics
directly on a GPV, without paying the overhead of receiving each packet, extracting features from it, or mapping
it to a flow.
Similar to flow records, each GPV represents multiple packets and deduplicates the IP 5-tuple. They are
around an order of magnitude smaller than packet header
records and do not require software to perform expensive per-packet key value operations to map packet features to flows. Flow records are also compact and can
be processed by software without grouping but, unlike
flow records, GPVs do not lock the software into specific
statistics. Instead, they allow the software to compute
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5.1

PFE Architecture

Figure 4 illustrates the general architecture of a PFE
ASIC. It receives packets from multiple network interfaces, parses their headers, processes them with a
pipeline of match tables and action processors, and finally deparses the packets and sends them to an output buffer. PFEs are designed specifically to implement
match+action forwarding applications, e.g., P4 [8] programs, at guaranteed line rates that are orders of magnitude higher than other programmable platforms, such as
CPUs, network processors [54], or FPGAs, assuming the
same chip space and power budgets. They meet this goal
with highly specialized architectures that exploit pipelining and instruction level parallelism [49, 9]. PFEs make
it straightforward to implement custom terabit rate data
planes, so long as they are limited to functionality that
maps naturally to the match+action model, e.g., forwarding, access control, encapsulation, or address translation.
It can be challenging to take advantage of PFEs for
more complex applications, especially those that require
state persisting across packets, e.g., a cache. Persistent
arrays, called “register arrays” in P4 programs, are stored
in SRAM banks local to each action processor. They are
limited in three important ways. First, a program can
only access a register array from tables and actions implemented in the same stage. Second, each register array
can only be accessed once per packet, using a stateful
ALU that can implement simple programs for simultaneous reads and writes, conditional updates, and basic
mathematical operations. Finally, the sequential dependencies between register arrays in the same stage are limited. In currently available PFEs [42], there can be no
sequential dependencies; all of the registers in a stage
must be accessed in parallel. Recent work, however, has
demonstrated that future PFEs can ease this restriction
to support pairwise dependencies, at the cost of slightly
increased chip space [49] or lower line rates [16].
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5.2

Design

To implement the *Flow cache as a pipeline of
match+action tables that can compile to PFEs with the
restrictions described above, we simplified the algorithms used for cache eviction and memory allocation.
We do not claim that these are the best possible heuristics for eviction and allocation, only that they are intuitive and empirically effective starting points for a variable width flow cache that operates at multi-terabit line
rates on currently available PFEs.
Cache Eviction. The *Flow cache uses a simple evict
on collision policy. Whenever a packet from an untracked flow arrives and the cache needs to make room
for a new entry, it simply evicts the entry of a currently
tracked flow with the same hash value. This policy
is surprisingly effective in practice, as prior work has
shown [34, 50, 40], because it approximates a least recently used policy.
Memory Allocation. The *Flow cache allocates a narrow ring buffer for each flow, which stores GPVs. Whenever the ring buffer fills up, the cache flushes its contents
to software. When an active flow fills its narrow buffer
for the first time, the cache attempts to allocate a wider
buffer for it, drawn from a pool with fewer entries than
there are cache slots. If the allocation succeeds, the entry
keeps the buffer until the flow is evicted; otherwise, the
entry uses the narrow buffer until it is evicted.
This simple memory allocation policy is effective for
*Flow because it leverages the long-tailed nature of
packet inter-arrival time distributions [5]. In any given
time interval, most of the packets arriving will be from
a few highly active flows. A flow that fills up its narrow
buffer in the short period of time before it is evicted is
more likely to be one of the highly active flows. Allocating a wide buffer to such a flow will reduce the overall
rate of messages to software, and thus its workload, by
allowing the cache to accumulate more packet tuples in
the ring buffer before needing to flush its contents to software.
This allocation policy also frees memory quickly once
a flow’s activity level drops, since frees happen automatically with evictions.

5.3

Implementation

Using the above heuristics for cache eviction and memory allocation, we implemented the *Flow cache as a
pipeline of P4 match+action tables for the Tofino [42].
The implementation consists of approximately 2000
lines of P4 code that implements the tables, 900 lines
of Python code that implements a minimal control program to install rules into the tables at runtime, and a
large library that is autogenerated by the Tofino’s compiler toolchain. The source code is available at our repos-
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itory 2 and has been tested on both the Tofino’s cycleaccurate simulator and a Wedge 100BF-32X.
Figure 5 depicts the control flow of the pipeline. It extracts a tuple of features from each packet, maps the tuple
to a GPV using a hash of the packet’s key, and then either
appends the tuple to a dynamically sized ring buffer (if
the packet’s flow is currently tracked), or evicts the GPV
of a prior flow, frees memory, and replaces it with a new
entry (if the packet’s flow is not currently tracked).
We implemented the evict on collision heuristic using
a simultaneous read / write operations when updating the
register arrays that store flow keys. The update action
writes the current packet’s key to the array, using its hash
value as an index, and reads the data at that position into
metadata in the packet. If there was a collision, which
the subsequent stage can determine by comparing the
packet’s key with the loaded key, the remaining tables
will evict and reset the GPV. Otherwise, the remaining
tables will append the packet’s features to the GPV.
We implemented the memory allocation using a stack.
When a cache slot fills its narrow buffer for the first
time, the PFE checks a stack of pointers to free extension blocks. If the stack is not empty, the PFE pops the
top pointer from the stack. It stores the pointer in a register array that tracks which, if any, extension block each
flow owns. For subsequent packets, the PFE loads the
pointer from the array before updating its buffers. When
the flow is evicted, the PFE removes the pointer from the
array and pushes it back onto the free stack.
This design requires the cache to move pointers between the free stack and the allocated pointer array in
both directions. We implemented it by placing the stack
before the allocated pointer array, and resubmitting the
packet to complete the free operation by pushing its
pointer back onto the stack. The resubmission is necessary on the Tofino because sequentially dependent register arrays must be placed in different stages and there
is no way to move “backwards” in the pipeline.

5.4

Configuration

Compile-time.
The current implementation of the
*Flow cache has three compile-time parameters: the
number of cache slots; the number of entries in the dynamic memory pool; the width of the narrow and wide
vectors; and the width of each packet feature tuple.
Feature tuple width depends on application requirements. For the other parameters, we implemented an
OpenTuner [2] script that operates on a trace of packet
arrival timestamps and a software model of the *Flow
cache. The benchmarks in Section 7 show that performance under specific parameters is stable for long periods of time.
2 https://github.com/jsonch/starflow
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conditions implemented as match rules, and gray boxed represent register arrays.
Run-time. The *Flow cache also allows operators to
configure the following parameters at run-time by installing rules into P4 match+action tables. Immediately
proceeding the *Flow cache, a filtering table lets operators install rules that determine which flows *Flow applies to, and which packet header and metadata fields go
into packet feature tuples. After the *Flow cache, a table
sets the destination of each exported GPV. The table can
be configured to multicast GPVs to multiple servers and
filter the GPV stream that each multicast group receives.

6

Processing GPVs

The *Flow cache streams GPVs to processing servers.
There, measurement and monitoring applications (potentially running concurrently) can compute a wealth of traffic statistics from the GPVs and dynamically change their
analysis without impacting the network.
In this section, we describe the *Flow agent that receives GPVs from the *Flow cache, three motivating
*Flow monitoring applications, and the *Flow adapter to
execute operator-driven network performance measurement queries on GPV streams.

6.1

The *Flow Agent

The *Flow agent, implemented as a RaftLib [3] application, reads GPV packets from queues filled by NIC
drivers and pushes them to application queues. While
applications can process GPVs directly, the *Flow agent
implements three performance and housekeeping functions that are generally useful.
Load Balancing. The *Flow agent supports load balancing in two directions. First, a single *Flow agent
can load balance a GPV stream across multiple queues
to support applications that require multiple per-core instances to support the rate of the GPV stream. Second,
multiple *Flow agents can push GPVs to the same queue,
to support applications that operate at higher rates than a
single *Flow agent can support.
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GPV Reassembly. GPVs from a *Flow cache typically group packets from short intervals, e.g., under 1
second on average, due to the limited amount of memory
available for caching in PFEs. To reduce the workload of
applications, the *Flow agent can re-assemble the GPVs
into a lower-rate stream of records that each represent a
longer interval.
Cache Flushing. The *Flow agent can also flush the
*Flow cache if timely updates are a priority. The *Flow
agent tracks the last eviction time of each slot based on
the GPVs it receives. It scans the table periodically and,
for any slot that has not been evicted within a threshold
period of time, sends a control packet back to the *Flow
cache that forces an eviction.

6.2

*Flow Monitoring Applications

To demonstrate the practicality of *Flow, we implemented three monitoring applications that require concurrent measurement of traffic in multiple dimensions or
packet-level visibility into flows. These requirements go
beyond what prior PFE accelerated systems could support with compiled queries. With *Flow, however, they
can operate efficiently, concurrently, and dynamically.
The GPV format for the monitoring applications was a
192 bit fixed width header followed by a variable length
vector of 32 bit packet feature tuples. The fixed width
header includes IP 5-tuple (104 bits), ingress port ID
(8 bits), packet count (16 bits), and start timestamp (64
bits). The packet feature tuples include a 20 bit timestamp delta (e.g., arrival time - GPV start time), an 11
bit packet size, and a 1 bit flag indicating a high queue
length during packet forwarding.
Host Timing Profiler. The host timing profiler generates vectors that each contain the arrival times of all
packets from a specific host within a time interval. Such
timing profiles are used for protocol optimizers [55],
simulators [10], and experiments [52].
Prior to *Flow, an application would build these vec-
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tors by processing per- packet records in software, performing an expensive hash table operation to determine
which host transmitted each packet.
With *Flow, however, the application only performs 1
hash operation per GPV, and simply copies timestamps
from the feature tuples of the GPV to the end of the respective host timing vector. The reduction in hash table
operations lets the application scale more efficiently.
Traffic Classifier. The traffic classifier uses machine
learning models to predict which type of application generated a traffic flow. Many systems use flow classification, such as for QoS aware routing [23, 27], security [35, 51], or identifying applications using random
port numbers or share ports. To maximize accuracy,
these applications typically rely on feature vectors that
contain dozens or even hundreds of different flow statistics [35]. The high cardinality is an obstacle to using
PFEs for accelerating traffic classifiers, because it requires concurrent measurement in many dimensions.
*Flow is an ideal solution, since it allows an application to efficiently compute many features from the GPV
stream generated by the *Flow cache. Our example classifier, based on prior work [43], measures the packet
sizes of up to the first 8 packets, the means of packet
sizes and inter-arrival times, and the standard deviations
of packet size and inter-arrival times.
We implemented both training and classification applications, which use the same shared measurement and
feature extraction code. The training application reads
labeled “ground truth” GPVs from a binary file and
builds a model using Dlib [30]; the classifier reads GPVs
and predicts application classes using the model.
Micro-burst Diagnostics.
This application detects
micro-bursts [28, 48, 15], short lived congestion events in
the network, and identifies the network hosts with packets in the congested queue at the point in time when the
micro-burst occurred. This knowledge can help an operator or control application diagnose the root cause of
periodic micro-bursts, e.g., TCP incasts [15], and also understand which hosts are affected by them.
Micro-bursts are difficult to debug because they occur
at extremely small timescales, e.g., on the order of 10
microseconds [57]. At these timescales, visibility into
host behavior at the granularity of individual packets is
essential. Prior to *Flow, the only way for a monitoring
system to have such visibility was to process a record
from each packet in software [59, 25, 58, 56] and pay the
overhead of frequent hash table operations.
With *Flow, however, a monitoring system can diagnose micro-bursts efficiently by processing a GPV
stream, making it possible to monitor much more of the
network without requiring additional servers.
The *Flow micro-burst debugger keeps a cache of
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GPVs from the most recent flows. When each GPV first
arrives, it checks if the high queue length flag is set in any
packet tuple. If so, the debugger uses the cached GPVs
to build a globally ordered list of packet tuples, based on
arrival timestamp. It scans the list backwards from the
packet tuple with the high queue length flag to identify
packet tuples that arrived immediately before it. Finally,
the debugger determines the IP source addresses from
the GPVs corresponding with the tuples and outputs the
set of unique addresses.

6.3

Interactive Measurement Framework

An important motivation for network measurement, besides monitoring applications, is operator-driven performance measurement. Marple [40] is a recent system that
lets PFEs accelerate this task. It presents a high level
language for queries based around simple primitives (filter, map, group, and zip) and statistics computation functions. These queries, which can express a rich variety
of measurement objectives, compile directly to the PFE,
where they operate at high rates.
As discussed in Section 2, compiled queries make it
challenging to support concurrent or dynamic measurement. Using *Flow, a measurement framework can gain
the throughput benefits of PFE acceleration without sacrificing concurrency or dynamic queries, by implementing measurement queries in software, over a stream of
GPVs, instead of in hardware, over a stream of packets.
To demonstrate, we extended the RaftLib [3] C++
stream processing framework with kernels that implement each of Marple’s query primitives on a GPV stream.
A user can define any Marple query by connecting the
primitive kernels together in a connected graph defined in
a short configuration file, similar to a Click [31] configuration file, but written in C++. The configuration compiles to a compact Linux application that operates on a
stream of GPVs from the *Flow agent.
We re-wrote 6 example Marple queries from the original publication [40] as RaftLib configurations, listed in
Table 4. The queries are functionally equivalent to the
originals, but can all run concurrently and dynamically,
without impacting each other or the network. These applications operate on GPVs with features used by the
*Flow monitoring application, plus a 32 bit TCP sequence number in each packet feature tuple.

7

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate our implementations of the
*Flow cache, *Flow agent, and GPV processing applications. First, we analyze the PFE resource requirements
and eviction rates of the *Flow cache to show that it
is practical on real hardware. Next, we benchmark the
*Flow agent and monitoring applications to quantify the
scalability and flexibility benefits of GPVs. Finally, we
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Key
Update

Memory
Management

Pkt. Feature
Update

Total

3.8%
10.4%
1.6%
8.3%

3.2%
6.3%
1.1%
12.5%

17.9%
58.3%
9.3%
29.1%

25%
75%
13%
50%

4.3%
1.1%

1.0%
1.1%

10.9%
10.3%

16.3%
12.5%

Computational
Tables
sALUs
VLIWs
Stages
Memory
SRAM
TCAM

Table 2: Resource requirements for *Flow on the Tofino,
configured with 16384 cache slots, 16384 16-byte short
buffers, and 4096 96-byte wide buffers.

compare the *Flow measurement query framework with
Marple, to showcase *Flow’s support for concurrent and
dynamic measurement.
All benchmarks were done with 8 unsampled traces
from 10 Gbit/s core Internet routers taken in 2015 [11].
Each trace contained around 1.5 billion packets.

7.1

The *Flow Cache

We analyzed the resource requirements of the *Flow
cache to understand whether it is practical to deploy and
how much it can reduce the workload of software.
PFE Resource Usage. We analyzed the resource requirements of the *Flow cache configured with a tuple
size of 32-bits, to support the *Flow monitoring applications, and a maximum GPV buffer length of 28, the maximum length possible while still fitting entirely into an
ingress or egress pipeline of the Tofino. We used the tuning script, described in Section 5.4, to choose the remaining parameters using a 60 second trace from the 12/2015
dataset [12] and a limit of 1 MB of PFE memory.
Table 7.1 shows the computational and memory resource requirements for the *Flow cache on the Tofino,
broken down by function. Utilization was low for most
resources, besides stateful ALUs and stages. The cache
used stateful ALUs heavily because it striped flow keys
and packet feature vectors across the tofino’s 32 bit register arrays, and each register array requires a separate
sALU. It required 12 stages because many of the stateful
operations were sequential: it had to access the key and
packet count before attempting a memory allocation or
free; and it had to perform the memory operation before
updating the feature tuple buffer.
Despite the high sALU and stage utilization, it is still
practical to deploy the *Flow cache alongside other common data plane functions. Forwarding, access control,
multicast, rate limiting, encapsulation, and many other
common functions do not require stateful operations,
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and so do not need sALUs. Instead, they need tables
and SRAM, for exact match+action tables; TCAM, for
longest prefix matching tables; and VLIWs, for modifying packet headers. These are precisely the resources that
*Flow leaves free.
Further, the stage requirements of *Flow do not impact other applications. Tables for functions that are independent of *Flow can be placed in the same stages
as the *Flow cache tables. The Tofino has high instruction parallelism and applies multiple tables in parallel,
as long as there are enough computational and memory
resources available to implement them.
PFE Resources Vs. Eviction Rate. Figure 6 shows
the average packet and GPV rates for the Internet router
traces, using the *Flow cache with the Tofino pipeline
configuration described above. Shaded areas represent
the range of values observed. An application operating
on GPVs from the *Flow cache instead of packet headers needed to process under 18% as many records, on
average, while still having access to the features of individual packets. The cache tracked GPVs for an average of 640MS and a maximum of 131 seconds. 14% of
GPVs were cached for longer than 1 second and 1.3%
were cached for longer than 5 seconds.
To analyze workload reduction with other configurations, we measured eviction ratio: the ratio of evicted
GPVs to packets. Eviction ratio depends on the configuration of the cache: the amount of memory it has
available; the maximum possible buffer length; whether
it uses the dynamic memory allocator; and its eviction
policy. We measured eviction ratio as these parameters
varied using a software model of the *Flow cache. The
software model allowed us to evaluate how *Flow performs on not only today’s PFEs, but also on future architectures. We analyzed configurations that use up to 32
MB of memory, pipelines long enough to store buffers
for 32 packet feature tuples, and hardware support for
an 8 way LRU eviction policy. Larger memories, longer
pipelines, and more advanced eviction policies are all
proposed features that are practical to include in next
generation PFEs [9, 16, 40].
Figure 7 plots eviction ratio as cache memory size
varies, for 4 configurations of caches: with or without
dynamic memory allocation; and with either a hash on
collision eviction policy or an 8 way LRU. Division of
memory between and buffer slots between the narrow
and wide buffers was selected by the AutoTuner script.
With dynamic memory allocation, the eviction ratio was
between 0.25 and 0.071. This corresponds to an event
rate reduction of between 4X and 14X for software, compared to processing packet headers directly.
On average, dynamic memory allocation reduced the
amount of SRAM required to achieve a target eviction
ratio by a factor of 2. It provided as much benefit as an 8
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# Cores

Agent

Profiler

Classifier

Debugger

1.0

1
2
4
8
16

0.60M
1.12M
1.85M
3.07M
3.95M

1.51M
3.02M
5.12M
8.64M
10.06M

1.18M
2.27M
4.62M
7.98M
11.43M

0.16M
0.29M
0.55M
1.06M
1.37M

0.8

Table 3: Average throughput, in GPVs per second, for
*Flow agent and applications.

0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0

HTTPS
NetFlow

way LRU, but without requiring new hardware.
Figure 8 shows eviction rates as the maximum buffer
length varied. Longer buffers required more pipeline
stages, but significantly reduced eviction ratio when dynamic memory allocation was enabled.

7.2 *Flow Agent and Applications
We benchmarked the *Flow agent and monitoring applications, described in Section 6.2, to measure their
throughput and quantify the flexibility of GPVs.
Experimental Setup. Our test server contained a Intel Xeon E5-2683 v4 CPU (16 cores) and 128 GB of
RAM. We benchmarked maximum throughput by prepopulating buffers with GPVs generated by the *Flow
cache. We configured the *Flow agent to read from
these buffers and measured its throughput for reassembling the GPVs and writing them to a placeholder application queue. We then measured the throughput of each
application individually, driven by a process that filled
its input queue from a pre-populated buffer of reassembled GPVs. To benchmark multiple cores, we divided
the GPVs across multiple buffers, one per core, that was
each serviced by separate instances of the applications.
Throughput. Table 7.2 shows the average throughput of the *Flow agent and monitoring applications, in
units of reassembled GPVs processed per second. For
perspective, the average reassembled GPV rates for the
2015 10 Gbit/s Internet router traces, which are equal to
their flow rates, are under 20 thousand per second [11].
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Figure 9: Recall of *Flow and baseline classifiers.

The high throughput makes it practical for a single server
to scale to terabit rate monitoring. A server using 10
cores, for example, can scale to cover over 100 such 10
Gb/s links by dedicating 8 cores to the *Flow agent and
2 cores to the profiler or classifier.
Throughput was highest for the profiler and classifier.
Both applications scaled to over 10 M reassembled GPVs
per second, each of which contained an average of 33
packet feature tuples. This corresponds to a processing rate of over 300 M packet tuples per second, around
750X the average packet rate of an individual 10 Gb/s
Internet router link.
Throughput for the *Flow agent and debugging application was lower, bottlenecked by associative operations. The bottleneck in the *Flow agent was the C++
std::unordered map that it used to map each GPV to a
reassembled GPV. The reassembly was expensive, but allowed the profiler and classifier to operate without similar bottlenecks, contributing to their high throughput.
In the debugger, the bottleneck was the C++ std::map
it used to globally order packet tuples. In our benchmarks, we intentionally stressed the debugger by setting
the high queue length flag in every packet feature tuple, forcing it to apply the global ordering function frequently. In practice, throughput would be much higher
because high queue lengths only occur when there are
problems in the network.
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Configuration

# Stages

# Atoms

Max Width

*Flow cache

11

33

5

4
6
11
5
5
7

10
11
31
7
6
14

3
4
6
2
2
4

Marple Queries
Concurrent Connections
EWMA Latencies
Flowlet Size Histogram
Packet Counts per Source
TCP Non-Monotonic
TCP Out of Sequence

Table 4: Banzai pipeline usage for the *Flow cache and
compiled Marple queries.

Classifier Accuracy. To quantify the flexibility benefits of GPVs, we compared the *Flow traffic classifier
to traffic classifiers that only use features that prior, less
flexible, telemetry systems can measure. The NetFlow
classifier uses metrics available from a traditional NetFlow switch: duration, byte count, and packet count.
The Marple classifier also includes the average and maximum packet sizes as features, representing a query that
compiles to use approximately the same amount of PFE
resources as the *Flow cache.
Figure 9 shows the recall of the traffic classifiers on the
12/2015 Internet router trace. The *Flow classifier performed best because it had access to additional features
from the GPVs. This demonstrates the inherent benefit
of *Flow, and flexible GPV records, for monitoring applications that rely on machine learning and data mining.
Also, as Table 7.2 shows, the classifier was performant
enough to classify >1 million GPVs per second per core,
making it well suited to live processing.

7.3

Comparison with Marple

Finally, to showcase *Flow’s support for concurrent and
dynamic measurement, we compare the resource requirements for operator driven measurements using compiled
Marple queries against the requirements using *Flow
and the framework described in Section 6.3.
PFE Resources. For comparison, we implemented the
*Flow cache for the same platform that Marple queries
compile to: Banzai [49], a configurable machine model
of PFE ASICs. In Banzai, the computational resources
of a PFE are abstracted as atoms, similar to sALUs, that
are spread across a configurable number of stages. The
pipeline has a fixed width, which defines the number of
atoms in each stage.
Table 4 summarizes the resource usage for the Banzai
implementation. The requirements for *Flow were similar to those of a single statically compiled Marple query.
Implementing all 6 queries, which represent only a small
fraction of the possible queries, would require 79 atoms,
over 2X more than the *Flow cache. A GPV stream con-
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tains the information necessary to support all the queries
concurrently, and software can dynamically change them
as needed without interrupting the network.
Server Resources. The throughput of the *Flow analytics framework was between 40 to 45K GPVs/s per core.
This corresponded to a per-core monitoring capacity of
15 - 50 Gb/s, depending on trace. Analysis suggested
that the bottleneck in our current prototype is message
passing overheads in the underlying stream processing
library that can be significantly optimized [38].
Even without optimization, the server resource requirements of the *Flow analytics framework are similar
to Marple, which required around one 8 core server per
640 Gb/s switch [40] to support measurement of flows
that were evicted from the PFE early.

8

Conclusion

Measurement is important for both network monitoring
applications and operators alike, especially in large and
high speed networks. Programmable forwarding engines
(PFEs) can enable flexible telemetry systems that scale to
the demands of such environments. Prior systems have
focused on leveraging PFEs to scale efficiently with respect to throughput, but have not addressed the equally
important requirement of scaling to support many concurrent applications with dynamic measurement needs.
As a solution, we introduced *Flow, a PFE-accelerated
telemetry system that supports dynamic measurement
from many concurrent applications without sacrificing
efficiency or flexibility. The core idea is to intelligently
partition the query processing between a PFE and software. In support of this, we introduced GPVs, or grouped
packet vectors, a flexible format for network telemetry
data that is efficient for processing in software. We designed and implemented a *Flow cache that generates
GPVs and operates at line rate on the Barefoot Tofino, a
commodity 3.2 Tb/s P4 forwarding engine. To make the
most of limited PFE memory, the *Flow cache features
the first implementation of a dynamic memory allocator
in a line rate P4 program. Evaluation showed that *Flow
was practical in the switch hardware and enabled powerful GPV based applications that scaled efficiently to terabit rates with the capability for flexible, dynamic, and
concurrent measurement.
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